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ABSTRACT 
We find bounds for the distance between two sets in terms of the discrepancies of the two sets. 
1. DISTANCE AND DISCREPANCY 
Let S and T be two sets of real numbers. Assume they have the same, finite, 
number of elements. Among all the bijections f: S-t T, the one that minimizes 
maxstS If(s) - s( is th e unique order-preserving map. We omit a proof of this 
assertion, as we imagine it is well-known (an amusing application appears on 
page 217 of [HI). In any event, it is not difficult to prove, and it will follow 
directly from Theorem 3, below. We write 
IS-T( =minmax\f(s)-sl, 
.f .> 
and take this quantity as a measure of the distance between S and T. 
Now assume further that S and Tare subsets of [0, 11. The discrepancy of S, 
denoted D(S), is defined by 
D(S) = sup 
# (S n [O, a)) 
0<05l #(S) -a . 
The discrepancy of S gives a measure of how far the set S is from being 
uniformly distributed, in the sense of Weyl. The book [KN], by Kuipers and 
Niederreiter, is an excellent reference on discrepancy and uniform distribution. 
A theorem of van der Corput and Pisot [vdCP] gives a lower bound for the 
distance between two sets in terms of the discrepancies of the two sets: 
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THEOREM 1 
(1) l&s)-D(T)1 I IS-7-j. 
The theorem can also be seen as saying that if two sets are close then their 
discrepancies are close. So stated, one easily sees that the converse is false. Our 
first result is a partial converse; by giving an upper bound for the distance in 
terms of the discrepancies, we show that if two sets have small discrepancies 
then they are close. Writing n for the common cardinality of S and T, we have 
THEOREM 2 
IS-T\ <D(S)+D(T)-;. 
PROOF. Let the elements of S and T be given by 
(2) O~S,<S,<~~~<S,51, 05f,<fZ<‘*.<fn51, 
respectively; we will retain this notation throughout the paper. By a result of 
Niederreiter [N], 
Thus for all j we have 
IS-T1 I Isj-tji I s.- 1 , ?I + itj-GI sD(S)+D(T)-;. 
A weaker result appears in [Ml. The result above is quite sharp, in a sense 
that we now explain. The quantity (2j- 1)/2n comes up repeatedly in the 
sequel; from here on we write 
2j-1 
(3) Uj=T. 
THEOREM 2 (continued). Given any S, and any /3 with 152np12, there is a 
set T with D(T) =/I such that equality holds in Theorem 2. 
PROOF. Given S and P, let j be such that ISj - aj ( is maximal. Let 
tj = UjS P-k SgIl(Uj-Sj). ( > 
and let tk=ak for all kfj. Then aj-l/2nItj5aj+lL!n, SO O<t,<t,<..*< 
t,,<l. We have 
IS-T1 = \,-,I: 
= D(S)-$+D(T)-&, 
as asserted. 
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2. L” NOTIONS 
We now consider some other notions of distance and discrepancy. For 
1 up< 00, let us define the P-distance from S to T, denoted IIS- TllP, by 
IIS-TII, = m/r C If(s)-slp, 
scs 
taking the minimum over all bijections f: S+ T. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be the unique order-preserving bijection from S to T. Then 
IIS- Tllp= Csss If(+4P. 
PROOF. Clearly, it suffices to show that if s1 <s2 and t, < t2 then 
(4) It,-+/P+ It2-S*IPI /t,-s2jP+ It2-.sIP. 
We may assume si I t,. We need to consider three cases. 
(a) s,st,<t2<sZ. In this case, It,-.q < /t,-slI and It,-s21 < It,-s21, so (4) 
holds (with strict inequality). 
(b) s, I tl ss2 I t2. In this case, 
It,-%1 + It,-s2I 5 If2-49 
so (4) certainly holds (with equality if and only if s2 = II and p = 1). 
(c) st 5s2 I tl 5 t2. In this case, when p = 1, (4) takes the form 
a+b=c+d, 
where all four terms are non-negative and the largest of the four is on the right 
side. Then it is easy to deduce that, for 1 up< CO, we have 
aP+bP~cP+dP, 
which is (4). Equality holds if and only if p= 1. 
REMARK. Taking pth roots in (4), and letting p go to infinity, we see that 
max(Itt-+I, If2-s2() 5 max(Iti-s21, Iti-s2l), 
whence 
liS-Tlloo = IS-T] = max If(s)--sl 
s 
for the order-preserving bijection f. This establishes the assertion in the first 
paragraph of this paper (there are, of course, simpler ways of proving said 
assertion). 
There is an Lp notion of discrepancy, as well. Given a set S, let 
g(x) = 
# (S n 10, x)) 
#(S) -x* 
Then the LP-discrepancy of S, which we denote by D,(S), is defined to be the 
LP-norm of g; 
D,(S) = IMP = ti Ik(x)IpW’p. 
0 
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The reader will not confuse the two uses of the notation 11. lip, as the meaning 
will be clear from context. With the usual conventions, we see that D(S)= 
D,(S). The reader may consult [KN] for references on LP-discrepancy. 
It stands to reason that if the LP-discrepancies of S and Tare small then S 
and Tare both close to uniformly distributed, and, thus, close to each other. 
Here is a very general theorem to that effect. 
THEOREM 4. Let p, q, and r be real numbers, each at least 1. Let S and T be 
subsets of [0, l] of cardinality n. Then 
(5) II&T/l, I ~[c,D,(S)~‘(~+~)+C~D,(T)“(‘+~)-~~~]~, 
where cl = (q + l)l’(q+l) and c2 = (r + I)“(“+‘). 
PROOF. With S and T ordered by (2), and applying Theorem 2, we have 
/IS-Tll,,= C lsj-t,lpsnmax Isj-tjlp 
i i 
=nIS-TIP~n(D(S)+D(T)-nP1)P, 
so it suffices to prove that for qz 1 and for all S we have D(S)< 
(q+ I)l’(q+l)Dq(S)q’(q+? No w, aside from jumps of plus one at the elements 
of S, g is linear with slope minus one; it follows that 
D(S) 
D;(S)> j xqdx= 
D(S)q+l 
0 q+l ’ 
from which the conclusion follows. 
REMARK. If a way were found to prove Theorem 4 without invoking Theo- 
rem 2, we could prove Theorem 2 by taking pth roots on both sides of (5) and 
letting p, q, and r go to infinity. 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
In the context of Theorem 4, it seems natural to consider the special case p = 
q =r. In this case we can prove a sharper result by estimating both IIS- TII, 
and Dp in terms of sums of the form Cy=, ISj - aj Ip, with aj as in (3). 
LEMMA 1 
IIS-TlIp~2pP1(,~1 Isj-ajIp+,il It,-ajlp>, 
with equality if and only if Sj + tj = 2aj for all j. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3, 
IIS-Tllp= C lSj-tjl’= C I(sj-aj)-(tj-aj)IP. 
j i 
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The lemma follows from the observation that IA -BIP~2P-1(IAIP+ IBID) for 
real numbers A and B, with equality if and only if A + B= 0. 
LEMMA 2. The LP-discrepancy is given by 
D;(S) = 
1 
-((A+B+C), 
p+l 
where 
A = r,<c;,),n [(f-+)““(&5j)“+‘], 
(6) 
I 
B= (,_,),~s,-;l,n [(+9~+‘+(%-~~+1]9 and 
c=& [~j-~)““(sj-;>““]. 
PROOF 
(7) 
1 #w wm 
D;(S) = S 
0 n 
where for convenience we write s, = 0 and s, + 1 = 1. Now 
~ [ (~-~j)“+‘-(~-~j+l~+‘], 
-‘/ +I 
s 
j 
x ‘dx= 
3 I-- I n 
I 
5 [ (i-Sjr+‘+ tj+‘-f)““]) 
& [~j+‘-~~+‘-~j-~)“+‘], 
Summing on j, and shifting sj+i to Sj, yields the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Zf x>a>O, andprl, then 
and 
(8) 
I 
(x+a)P+1-(x-a)P+122(p+1)axP, 
(x+a)P+‘+(x-a)P+1~2(p+1)aPx. 
dx. 
if Sj+‘<j/n; 
if SjIj/f15Sj+,; 
if Sj > j/n. 
PROOF. Let f(u) = (1 + u)~ - (1 - u)~ - 2qu. It is easily seen that if q 12 and 
01 u I 1 then f”(u) 2 0; also, f’(0) = 0 and f(0) = 0. It follows that if q 2 2 and 
05~5 1 then f(u)rO. Let u =a/x, let q=p+ 1, and multiply through by xp+’ 
to obtain the first part of (8). 
A similar argument with f(u) = (U + 1)4 + (U - 1)4 - 2qu, u 2 1, establishes the 
second part. 
LEMMA 4 
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PROOF. Recalling (6), we have 
A =s,,,~l,,n [ (f~Sj)“‘~(~-sj)“+l]~ 
1 P+l 1 P+l 
= 
s c(jcl),n 
/ K (‘j-‘j)+2, > ( - (a,-Sj)-g 
> 1 * 
Apply the first part of Lemma 3 to get 
A 2 c 
s,<(j-1)/n 
2(p+l)$lj-sj)~= F C ISj-UjIp. 
r,<(j-1)/n 
Similar arguments lead to 
lo+l >- c n (j-I)/nas,sj/n JSj-LljIp, C>q C /Sj-QjIp. s,>j/n 
The result now follows from Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 5. LeC S and T be subsets of [O, 11 of cardinality n. Then 
IIS- TIl, 5 2P-‘n(D,P(S)+D,P(T)) 
for llp<oo. 
PROOF. Immediate from Lemmas 1 and 4. 
Andreeva [A], Winkler [WI, and Nagasaka and Shiue [NS] have given a sim- 
ple formula for D,(S) for p an even integer (the first two authors give a more 
general result, concerning weighted discrepancy). We present the formula, and 
follow Winkler’s method of proof. 
THEOREM 6. Let p be an even integer. Then 
p/2 n 
o;(S) = c C2k c (sj-aj) 
2k 
3 
k=O j=l 
where ck = (2/(p+ l))(P~1)(2n)-‘p+1-k’. 
PROOF. From Lemma 2 we see that if p is an even integer then 
=& _ I( (Sj-Qj)+& ‘+‘- > ( 
1 P+l 
J 1 
(Sj-Uj)-G ; 
> I 
now apply the binomial theorem. 
We can use Theorem 6 to improve on Theorem 5 when p is an even integer. 
We get a particularly nice result when p= 2. 
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THEOREM 7 
IIS- Tllz 52n ( 1 D;(s)+D;(T)-- > 6n2 ’ 
with equality if and only if Sj + tj = 2aj for all j. 
PROOF. From Theorem 6 we recover 
a result of Koksma [K]. Theorem 7 is now immediate from the bound given for 
/IS-Tllp in Lemma 1. 
4. LPLOWERBOUNDS 
Our final result is an Lp version of (l), the theorem of van der Corput and 
Pisot. 
THEOREM 8. There exists c I 2 such that 
(9) [D;(S)-D;(T)1 I clS-TI. 
REMARK. 1 am convinced that (9) is true with c= 1, but I cannot prove it. It 
is in any event not true for any absolute constant less than one, as one can see 
from the limiting case where the elements of S are all zero, and the elements 
of T are all equal and small. 
PROOF. Using the formula for D,P(S) established at (7), we have 
~,p(T)-D,p(S)= jio 5 ;- d - S -- (‘;’ Ii xl’ x ‘1’ 1:, xi’dx) 
= i T (l&xl’- if-xl’)dx. 
j=l s, 
Substitute u =X - aj to get 
D;(T)-D;(S) = i: ‘ju’ h(u) du, 
where 
J = 1 S, - 0, 
h(u) = 1,+&i’- l&l”- 
Let Q=/S-T/, and for llj<n let Cj be the least of Sj,tj, and 1-e. Then 
OlC,< . ..Ic.,I~-Q, and, for j=l,..., n, both sj and tj are contained in 
[Cj, Cj +Q]. It follows that 
ID:(T)-D,P(S)I 5 i c,-r+Q Ih( du = i HQ(cj-aj), 
j=l ~~-0, j=l 
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where we write 
x+e 
f&(x) = S lW)l du. 
We note the following, easily verified, properties of h and H,. The function 
h is odd and increasing, so 1 h(u)1 is even and is an increasing function of 1~ /. 
The function H,(x) is symmetric with respect to x=-~/2, that is, 
4-X-@/2) =4(X-@/2), 
and is an increasing function of the distance from x to -e/2. 
Suppose j is such that aj > l/2. Then Cj - aj is farthest from -e/2 when 
Cj = 0 (recall that 01 Cj 5 1 -Q). Thus, 
H,(Cj-L7j)‘S H,(-aj) = H,(LZj -@). 
If j is such that aj 5 l/2, then cj - aj is farthest from -e/2 when cj = 1 -,o, 
whence 
He(Cj-a,)~H,(l-@-aj)=H,(aj’-e), 
where aj’ = 1 - aj. Thus, 
CH,(cj_aj)<2 C H,(aj-e)r2CH,(aj-e)=2C y lh(u)ldU 
I qru2 .I J a,-@ 
If @51/n then 
7 Ih( du 5 eh(aj), 
0, -e 
whence 
C He(Cj - aj) I 2~ C h(aj) = 2~. 
i J 
If @>l/n, then 
H,(Uj-e)=H,~,,,(aj-e)+H,,,(a,-l/n)~H,-,,,,(qj-e)+~h(aj). 
Summing on j, we have 
C ff,(Qj-&?) 5 C H,-*,t7(aj-L?)++. 
/ .I 
Iterating, we arrive at 
Cff,(aj-@)s CH,*(aj-@)+[n@l~~@*+tn@l~ 
/ I 
where OIQ*=Q- [n~]/nsl/n. In this case, too, we arrive 
= e, 
at 
and we are done. 
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5. OPEN QUESTIONS 
The notions of distance and discrepancy generalize readily to higher dimen- 
sions. Thus, if S is a subset of [0, llm of cardinality n, let 
go,, --., x,) =; #{(c,, . . . . C,)ES: OlCj<Xj, 15j5m}-x,x,...x,, 
and, for 1 sps 03, let D,(S) = liglip. We would like results relating discrepancy 
and distance in higher dimensions, generalizing those presented in this paper. 
Some new idea(s) will be needed, as the proofs in this paper rely heavily on the 
natural linear order that obtains in the one-dimensional setting. 
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